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MONTGOMERY COUNTY HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

STAFF REPORT 

Address: 10007 Leafy Ave., Silver Spring Meeting Date: 2/12/2020 

Resource: Non-Contributing Resource (Spatial) Report Date: 2/5/2020 

Capitol View Park Historic District 

Applicant: Laure Kouyoudjian Public Notice: 1/29/2020 

Review: HAWP Tax Credit: n/a 

Case Number: 31/07-20A Staff: Dan Bruechert 

PROPOSAL: Solar Panels 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION  

Staff recommends the HPC approve the HAWP application. 

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 

SIGNIFICANCE: Non-Contributing Resource within the Capitol View Park Historic District 

STYLE: Traditional 

DATE: 1994

Figure 1: 10007 Leafy Ave. is on a block of out-of-period infill houses in the historic district.  The district 

terminates at the eastern property boundary. 
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PROPOSAL 

 

The applicant proposes to install 24 roof-mounted solar panels. 

 

APPLICABLE GUIDELINES 

 

When reviewing alterations and new construction within the Capitol View Park Historic District several 

documents are to be utilized as guidelines to assist the Commission in developing their decision. These 

documents include the Approved & Adopted Sector Plan for Capitol View & Vicinity (Sector Plan), 

Montgomery County Code Chapter 24A (Chapter 24A), and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 

Rehabilitation (Standards).  The pertinent information in these documents is outlined below. 

 

Spatial: Spatial resources are unimproved parcels of land which visually and aesthetically 

contribute to the setting of the historic district, and which can be regarded as extensions of the 

environmental settings of the significant historic resources.   

 

Nominal (1936-1981):  These houses themselves are of no architectural of [sic] historical 

significance, but through their contiguity to the significant resources have some interest to the 

historic district.   

 

Montgomery County Code; Chapter 24A-8 

 

(b) The commission shall instruct the director to issue a permit, or issue a permit subject to such 

conditions as are found to be necessary to insure conformity with the purposes and requirements 

of this chapter, if it finds that: 

(1) The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of an historic site or historic 

resource within an historic district; or 

(2) The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical, archeological, 

architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which an historic 

resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or to the achievement of the 

purposes of this chapter; or 

(d) In the case of an application for work on an historic resource located within an historic district, 

the commission shall be lenient in its judgment of plans for structures of little historical or design 

significance or for plans involving new construction, unless such plans would seriously impair the 

historic or architectural value of surrounding historic resources or would impair the character of 

the historic district.  
 

Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 

2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic 

materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. 

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials 

that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be 

compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity 

of the property and its environment. 

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that 

if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its 

environment would be unimpaired. 
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STAFF DISCUSSION 

The applicant proposes installing 24 (twenty-four) solar panels in four arrays on the east (rear) and west 

(front) roof slopes and the western, rear-facing gable.  The panels will be all black and flush-mounted to 

the roof surface.  Staff finds that the proposal will have a limited impact on the resource and surrounding 

district and recommends the approval of this HAWP.   

 

The c.1981 survey of the Capitol View Park Historic District identified this property and all of the others 

on this block of Leafy Ave. as ‘Spatial’ as they were undeveloped.  Between 1990 and 1994 eight houses 

were constructed on this block.  All of the infill houses are generally consistent in design, size, setback, 

materials, and style.   

 

Three of the four arrays will be installed to the rear of the side gable roof and will not be visible from the 

public right-of-way.  Because the historic district terminates to the east of the subject property, these three 

arrays will only be visible from outside of the historic district and will not impact the surrounding 

streetscape.  These arrays should be approved due to their limited visual impact on the resource or the 

surrounding historic district (24A-8(b)(1) and (d)).   

 

The remaining array, consisting of seven solar panels, is proposed for the west (front-facing) roof slope.  

Current HPC interpretation of Chapter 24A and the Standards generally disfavors solar panels on the 

front roof slope due to their higher visibility.  However, there is an exception for out-of-period and non-

contributing resources, because 24A-8(d) states the HPC is to be lenient for alterations to these resources 

unless the change would impair the character of the district.  As there are no historic resources in the 

immediate area, Staff finds that the proposal will not impact the character of the district and recommends 

approval of this HAWP under 24A-8(d).  Additionally, Staff finds that the Standards are of limited 

assistance because of their focus on “historic character” and “historic materials.”  This house was 

constructed in 1994 and under National Register guidance will not be eligible for consideration as a 

historic resource until 2044.  Even so, the solar panels will be installed flush against the roof to minimize 

the alteration of the roof slope, will be readily visible as a contemporary feature, and are easily removed 

in the future with little-to-no damage to the roof, per Standards 2, 9, and 10. 

 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Staff recommends that the Commission approve the HAWP application; 

under the Criteria for Issuance in Chapter 24A-8(d) and the Capitol View Park Historic District Design 

Guidelines; having found that the proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of the historic 

resource and is compatible in character with the district and the purposes of Chapter 24A; the Design 

Guidelines; and with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation #2, 9 and #10, 

 

and with the general condition that the applicant shall present the 3 permit sets of drawings, if 

applicable, to Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) staff for review and stamping prior to 

submission for the Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services (DPS) building permits;  

 

and with the general condition that final project design details, not specifically delineated by the 

Commission, shall be approved by HPC staff or brought back to the Commission as a revised HAWP 

application at staff’s discretion; 

 

and with the general condition that the applicant shall notify the Historic Preservation Staff if they 

propose to make any alterations to the approved plans.  Once the work is completed the applicant will 
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contact the staff person assigned to this application at 301-563-3400 or 

dan.bruechert@montgomeryplanning.org to schedule a follow-up site visit. 
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